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<tr>
<td>early contacts</td>
<td>423–4</td>
</tr>
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<td>425–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>agricultural reform: long eighteenth</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>169, 435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred, King</td>
<td>167, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>death of</td>
<td>165–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>161</td>
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<tr>
<td>legacy</td>
<td>171</td>
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<td>in <em>Owl and the Nightingale</em></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>translations</td>
<td>154, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>written English</td>
<td>154, 156, 160, 161–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeo, John</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
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<td>alliteration</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>446, 448</td>
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copula system: Caribbean creoles 416
copyright law: long eighteenth century 230
Cordiner, James 405
core vocabulary
  Indo-European 125, 129
  Proto-Indo-European 139
corpora, linguistic
  contemporary 598
definition of 597–8
Index

historical: survey of 598–600
synchronic and diachronic 597

Corpus Glossary 175
corpus linguistics 583, 596–607
development of 15
dictionaries 102
word frequency 78–9

Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC) 297–8, 597, 598, 599, 604
corpus stylistics 590
correctness see political correctness; prescriptivism
correspondence sets: in language classification 130
cosmopolitan: English lexicon as 78
cosmopolitan influences: of Joyce 472
counter-reformation 239–40
“country” words 230
courts, royal
displays of verbal skill 300
early modern: power of 210;
records 218; speech of 208
Coverdale, Miles 289
Crabb, George: English Synonyms, Explained 109
Cranmer, Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury 289–90
creativity, literary 574–6
creole continua: Caribbean 413–14
creoles 508
African American 512
as analytic 44
attitudes toward 419
basilectal 414–17
development of 553, 558–61
English 15, 558
features of 554–5, 556–8
French 558
intermediate 413–14, 417, 419
as nativized pidgins 556–7
see also specific names
Creolist Hypothesis: on AAVE 511
creolistics: and general linguistics 562–3
critical discourse analysis 336
critical literacy: as subject for English composition 535–6, 537
critical reviews 470
used to police literary standards 466
critical theory, rise of 585
Cromwell, Thomas 289–90
Crummell, Alexander 424
cuisines, ethnic 549
cultural cringe 378, 391, 397
cultural history see history, external
cultural models: historical dimension 628
culture
and American dialect 274
English as language of 226
feminization of: long eighteenth century 231
high: long eighteenth century 229
interpretation of 611
Irish 367–8
and language learning 545, 547, 551
maintenance by social and ethnic dialects 516
Scotland 359
see also acculturation
Cynewulf and Cyneheard: stress pattern 82

dane law 161
Dante Alighieri 589
and Chaucer 447–8
language 476
data
historical 596–7
interpretation of 611–12
data collection 583
sociolinguistics 610–11
dating, textual 583
dative case
proto-Indo-European 44
syncretism with accusative case 51, 65
Davis, Jefferson 116
Day, John 291
De Quincey, Thomas 466
De Worde, Wynken 106
book production 289
debate poems: Owl and the Nightingale as
187, 188
declarative statements: high rising terminals in 268, 392
destructions
adjectives: Germanic languages 145
noun: drift from weak to strong 53;
Germanic languages 145; Indo-European 45; Old English 46–8;
partial breakdown of 53–4; Proto-Indo-European 139; syncretism of 50, 52
deconstruction 585
decreolization 557
definite articles 49
Germanic languages 145–6
Indo-European 126
deistic thought: long eighteenth century 232
Delta 591–2
democratization: of attitudes to English 570, 577
demonstratives
compound 48–9, 51–2, 54
simple 48–9, 54
Deor 439, 442
Derrida, Jacques 488, 500
Desai, Anita 487
Desani, G. V. 491, 493
desegregation, English as language of: South Africa 427–8
determiner system: syntactic changes 60
dialect-continuum: Middle English 199–200
dialect literature 311
dialect map: Anglo-Saxon England 173, 174
dialect mixing: Old English 176
dialect surveys: America 263
dialectal phase, Middle English as 198
dialectologist hypothesis see superstrate
dialects
American 252, 259–60, 263–5, 274–80; accessibility of 270;
dangerment of 270; westward expansion 252, 265–8
creoles as 419
demonstratives in 54
difficulties with 587
eyear modern 208
ethnic 507, 522–4
Germanic languages as 435
ignored in histories of English language 14
Middle English 192, 199–200
Old English 154, 157; defining 176–7; names 172–4; origin 174;
surviving documents 175–6; vocabulary 177
plurals in 53
satire on 348–9
Scottish 360–1, 363–4
and social position 608
study of, in Romanticism 232–3
see also acrolect; basilect; idiolect; mesolect; specific names
dialogue books 107
dialogues: linguistic corpora 599
diaries: early modern 218
diaspora languages
acculturation 569
African American 510
English 567–9
Dickens, Charles
language use 71
social markers in 241
dictionaries 69, 226
alphabetical 107
alphabetical and onomasiological combined 107–8
Australian and New Zealand 396
Caribbean creoles 414
descriptive 76–7, 93
eyear modern 208
electronic 91, 98
encyclopedic 94
exercises 101–2
general 94
“hard words” 75, 114, 208, 214, 304
historical 94, 97–8
inclusions and omissions 238–9, 304–6
and language learning 547
long eighteenth century 228, 230, 232
neologisms in 77–8
onomasiological (topical) 91, 103–12;
eyear 106–8; and semantics 110–11; structure of 105, 106–7, 109, 110–11
Index

prescriptive 76, 93
pronouncing 244, 245, 247
proscriptive 76

Received Pronunciation in 249
semantic uses 91
semasiological 91, 103–4
structure 91, 95, 98
synonymy 104, 108–9
variable spellings in 257

see also lexicography, specific titles
dictionary making: compilation
process 100–1

Dictionary of American Regional English
(DARE) 265

Dictionary of Caribbean English Usage 418

Dictionary of Dictionaries and Eminent
Encyclopedias 101

Dictionary of Lexicography 98

Dictionary of Old English Corpus 599
dictionary research: branches of 100–1
dictionary thesaurus 111
didactic literature 466
digraphs 40, 160
diphthongization
in center drift 34–5
as essential topic 22
diphthongs xxvii–xxviii
Middle English 32
Old English 30
diplomacy, vocabulary of 549
disciplines, academic
and sociolinguistics 609
and teaching English composition 537–9
discourse
control of: in Morrison 501–2
free indirect: in Austen 467, 469
public: changing role of gender
in 612–16
spontaneous: recording 610–11
see also news discourse
discourse analysis 336
discourse markers: use of corpus linguistics 602
discourse varieties of English: early modern 208, 220
diseases
early modern period 210
and humoral theory 625, 626
D’Israeli, Isaac 77
Dissenters 229
distribution structure: of dictionaries 98
diversification: United States dialects 270–2
do
auxiliary 20, 221, 297, 601
as origin of dental suffix 144
syntactic changes 61
documents see texts
Doric, the 360, 361, 363–4
double meanings 75
in Faulkner 480–1
doublets, etymological 38
Douglas, Gavin 360
Douglas, Sylvester 244
Doyle, Roddy 370
Drake, Judith 301
drama
Anglo-Welsh 355
eyear modern: national Englishes in 218–19
Elizabethan: humoral theory in 627
Scottish 359, 362–3
Dryden, John 230, 441
adaptation of Academie Française 229
dual mandate: Africa 424–5
dual marking: Indo-European 44–5
dualism: in Canada 381–2, 387
dualist myth: origins of AAVE 510–11
Dublin 4 accent 373
Dublin English 372–3
Dunne, F. P. 368
Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury 169
duodecimo format 285
Durham Ritual 175
Durst, Russel 535–6
Dutch: lexical relics of humoral
document 627
Early English 12
Early Middle English 12, 184–90
Early Modern English  208, 209–15
corpus of  598
varieties of  216–23
vowel system  33–6
Early Old English (to 899)  156–64
East Africa  424, 425, 429
East Anglia  175
East Germanic  135, 146–7
East India Company  404, 405
Ebonics debates  509, 516
  see also African American Vernacular
  English
ecology  558
economy of language: Morrison  497, 498
-ed  144
Edgar, King: and Standard Old
  English  170–1
Edgeworth, Maria  373
educated English  572
education
  AAVE in  515–16
  Africa  425, 426
  Australia and New Zealand  391
  Canada  384
  in colonies  568
  compulsory  348; in Wales  351–2
  creole in  420
  English replaces Latin in  282–3
  in exploitation colonies  402
  humanist  329
  India  406, 489
  Ireland  368
  limited for women  297
  Pakistan  407
  Philippines  313–14, 316
  rhetoric in  220, 323, 327, 456
  and Scottish dialects  361, 363
  South Asian  405, 410
  Sri Lanka  405
  and standard English  309–11
  Tanzania  428
  Welsh-medium  352
  see also English as a foreign language;
  schools; teaching
Edward the Elder, King  166
egalitarian, linguistic prescriptivism as
  244
eisteddfod  353
elaboration of language  199
elements, four basic  625–6
élites
  Africa  425
  India  489
  see also aristocracy
Ellis, Alexander  246
Ellison, Ralph  545
elocution  226, 243–4
eloquence of Middle English  199
Elyot, Thomas  627
Emerson, O. F.  11, 12–13
empirical approaches
  sociolinguistic research  611–12
  to stylistics  589–90
Encarta Encyclopedia  100
Encyclopedia Britannica  232
  and Joyce  472
encyclopedias
  long eighteenth century  232
  multimedia: as electronic dictionary  98
encyclopedic information: in Webster’s
  Dictionary  117
encyclopedics: in reference science  96
ending, ambiguity in  51, 52
  see also inflections
endocentric models  573
endonormative varieties, Australian and
  New Zealand English as  396
England, Early: cultural diversity  157
English as a foreign language (EFL)  507, 541–52
  pedagogical approaches  547–8
  pedagogical challenges  548–50
  proficiency  544–6
  Received Pronunciation in  249
  what is taught  542–4
”English boroughs”: in Wales  350–1
English language
  as analytic  57
  as fundamental concept  4–5
  as Germanic language  69, 75–6, 125,
  142–55
as Indo-European language 125, 127–41
lexical relics of humoral doctrine 627–8
as multi-functional language 216
as object of study 5–6
schematic models of 8–9
spread of 507–8, 567–9
see also specific varieties
English-Only movement 252–3
English Pale: Ireland 367
English people: creation of 154
English Poetry Database 599
English studies: dictionaries in 101
engravings, copperplate 291
Enlightenment 232
enthusiastic language, repudiation of 229
Entick, John 257
envelope pattern: Old English poetry 443
environment
and diachronic change 27–8
and gender roles 615
and language 4, 8
epic formula: Lāzamon’s Brut 186–7
epidemics, early modern period 210
Épinal Glossary 175
epistolary culture see letters
Erasmus of Rotterdam 108, 460, 462
Esperanto 475
Essay in Defence of the Female Sex 301–2
Estuary English: in Scotland 361–2
-etb ending 36, 297
ethics: and rhetoric 324–5
ethnic dialects 507, 522–4
ethnic groups
formation of subcultures 516
students from: teaching English composition to 507, 531–40
ethnic language: AAVE as 507
ethnicity
and African languages 426–7
and American dialects 269, 277–8
and standard English 282, 303–12
ethnonationalism: Canada 383
etymology
in dictionaries 97–8
and Joyce 473–4, 475, 477
rhetorics
in Chaucer 448–9
in dictionaries 77
Latin and Greek as sources of 76
European Union 428
Evans, Caradog 354–5
evidence: and gender 293–6, 298–302
evolution, language see change
exocentric models 573
exotic languages, study of: in
Romanticism 232–3
exploitation colonies 378, 402–3
see also Africa; Caribbean
exports: long eighteenth century 230–1
extrametrical words: Old English verse 84, 85
families, language 127
Joyce 477
see also specific names e.g., Indo-European
fantasy texts: frames and schemas 589
Faraday, Michael
accent 245
new scientific words 226, 235–9
Farsi 489
Faulkner, William 545
literary language 433, 479–86
feedback loop: in language change 4, 8
femininity
devaluation of 293, 295–6
as marked 298
feminism: and lexicon 78
feminists
first: in long eighteenth century 231
French: in Morrison 500
fiction
linguistic corpora 599
local color 276
metafiction dimension 471
see also novels
fictional worlds: creation of 588
Fielding, Henry 230, 232
Fifty Years Among the New Words 77
Filipinisms 315
Filipino 283, 316–17, 318–19
Filipino English see Philippine English
films: Scottish accents in 362–3
Finnish: as synthetic language 43
Fleet Street 289, 291
flexibility 620–1
of sore 622–3
Florio, John: dialogue books 107
folios 285
folk literature: long eighteenth century 232
folk songs: Scottish dialect 360
foreign workers 558
form
ambiguity in 51–2
stylistics 583, 586
formality, scale of 608
formulae, poetic
Germandic 436, 438–9
Old English 443
Forster, E. M. 590
Foucault, Michel 548–9
in Morrison 500–2
Founder Effect 263–5
Fowler, William Chauncey 276
Foxe, John: Book of Martyrs 290, 291
fragmentation: American dialects 252
Frame, Janet 395
frame semantics 110
frames 589
Francophones 569
Africa 428
Canada 381–7, 518
Franks Casket 175
Freedman, Aviva 537, 538
Freeman, E. A. 12
French
books for teaching 106
and Chaucer 445
disappearance of in England 191, 192
as language of literature 198
lexical relics of humoral doctrine 627
official documents in 184
synonyms 108–9
in Wales 351
see also Francophones; loan words and borrowing; Norman French
French creoles 558
French origin, words of
in medical vocabulary 213
in Paston letters 196
freshman courses: teaching composition in 531
fricatives
instability of b 38–40
voiced and voiceless 37–8, 201
see also affricates
front vowels 29, 30
in American English 272
in Germanic languages 147, 148
in New Zealand English 392
frontier: and American dialect 274, 275, 277–8, 279
fronting 18
as essential topic 23
fruit: in prototype-theoretical framework 619–21
Fugard, Athol 545
functional effectiveness: in language learning 544–5
functional nativeness 569
functional varieties: early modern English 217–18
fuzziness 620–1
of sore 622–3
Gaeltacht 366
Galen 626
Gammon 371
gaps, linguistic 59
Garrick, David 113
Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. 496
Gawain-poet 189
Gay, John 322
gender 583
attitudes toward 293–6, 301
changing role of 612–16
in corpus linguistics 604
issues in modern English 282, 293–302
and linguistic behavior 608
gender, grammatical
breakdown of 50–3
in complementation 22
Indo-European 45
Proto-Indo-European 139
general skills versus situated learning 536–9
generative grammar 14, 583, 608, 611–12
not studied above sentence level 609
see also Chomsky, N.
generative semantics movement 618
genitive case
proto-Indo-European 44
replaced by of-structure 58–9
genres 6–7
linguistic corpora 599
Geoffrey of Monmouth: History of the Kings of Britain 185–6
Geoffrey of Vinsauf 446
geographical varieties: early modern English 218–20
German language
closeness to Old English 27
tun 20
Germanic invaders 157
dialects 174
Germanic languages
core vocabulary 129
English as 69, 75–6, 125, 142–55
noun phrase morphology 45–6
numerals 128
and Old English dialects 174
poetic tradition 82, 433, 435–43
as subgroup 125–6, 132, 135
subgroupings of 146–8
Gibbon, Edward 76, 255
Gill, John 245
Girard, Abbé Gabriel: French synonyms 108–9
Gissing, George 472
Glastonbury circle 169
Glazier, Stephen 110
glides xxv, 19, 20
in American English 271–2
in Caribbean English 415
in Chicano English 524
global English 428
spread of 402
see also world Englishes
global language: broken English as 544
globalization 548–9
glossaries, early 104–6
glottal stop: in Received Pronunciation 249
Godly Forme of Householde Government, A 300
Golding, William 590, 591
Gonzales, Ambrose 278–9, 510
Good Friday Agreement, Ireland 369
Gothic (East Germanic) 135, 146–7
gothic fiction 466
Gould, Stephen Jay 3–4
government documents see official documents
Gower, John 189, 445
published by Caxton 288
grammar
AAVE 514–15
Australian and New Zealand English 392–4
Caribbean creoles 416
English: based on Latin 326–7
Hiberno-English 369–70
Irish English 366
in language learning 544
Philippine English 317
Scottish 362, 363
South Asian English 409
studying: Joyce 473
Ulster Scots 370
universal 327
use of term in Shakespeare’s time 458
Welsh English 353, 354
see also generative grammar
grammar books: American high school 330
grammars 226
long eighteenth century 228, 230
Middle English 202–4
grammaticalization 64
in corpus linguistics 601–2
as essential topic 21
examples of 63
Gramsci, Antonio 548–9
graphemes 160, 200
Great Famine, Ireland 368
Great Migrations 513
Great Vowel Shift 13, 33–5, 183, 191–2, 392
Greek, ancient
as language of medicine and science 70
rhetoric 324–5
as source of euphemisms 76
in technical terms 71
Greek (Hellenic) languages 134
Greek origin, words of 53–4, 69, 70, 75–6
in early modern English 208
in scientific vocabulary 226, 235–6, 237
in technical terms 78
Greenbaum, Sidney 604
Greene, Robert: as source of Shakespeare 460
Gregory the Great
Dialogues 163
Regula Pastoralis 163, 166
Grimm, Jacob 11
Grimm’s law 125, 142, 143
Grossman, E. 605
Gullah 278–9, 511, 557, 559
“Guralnikism” 77
Gutenberg, Johann 284
Guyanese creole 415, 417, 420
as language 418–19
b
dropping 38–40
pronouncing 300
Haitian Creole 559
Hardy, Thomas
Joyce on 472
poetic tradition 443
Harman, Thomas: Caveat for Common Cursetors 75
Harold Godwinson 182
Harrison, James 278
Hart, John 193, 214
Havelock 189
Hawaiian Creole 554
Hawes, Stephen 191
Heliand 174, 435, 436
Hellenic see Greek
Helsinki Corpus 15, 222, 597, 602
as resource 598
Helsinki Corpus of Older Scots 599
Henry VII 183
Henslowe, Philip 210
Heptarchy 157
Herder, J. G.: Ursprache 233
hermeneutic style 169
heroes: in Anglo-Norman writing 185
heroic poetry: and Laȝamon’s Brut 187
Herskovits, Melville 279, 510–11
Hibno-English 348, 366, 367
grammar 369–70
and Joyce 472
new form of 372–3
Northern 368, 369, 372
pronunciation 372
vocabulary 370–1
see also Irish English
hierarchy of literature 464–5
and Austen 466
Higgins, John 107
High German 148
High German Consonant Shift 148
high rising terminal (HRT) 268, 392
high vowels 32
Chicano English 524
Hildebrandslie 435, 436
Hillary, Edmund: polar expedition 336, 337, 339–41
Hillary, Peter: polar expedition 336, 337, 341–2
Hindi 406, 569
Hindustani 490, 492–3
hip-hop 518, 528
Hippocrates of Kos 625
Hippocratic doctrine 626
Hispanic English 269
historical dimension: of cultural models 628
historical linguistics
integrated approach to 618
and sociolinguistics 612
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of English 508, 568–9
indigenized varieties of language 558
Indo-European languages creoles as 554
distribution 130, 131
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family of 130–41
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introduction of scheme of 232
noun phrase morphology 44–5
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Indo-Hittite 132
Indo-Iranian languages 132–4
industrial revolution 231, 328–9
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Wales 351, 352, 355
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Germanic languages 145
lack of, in Caribbean creoles 416
in language types 43–4
loss of 50–1, 57, 58, 145, 175
Proto-Indo-European 137–41
simplification of 27
Standard Old English 170
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by women 282, 295–6, 600
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